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Public Safety Complex, Telephone: 659-5866.
Office Hours: Mon through Fri, 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM
LEE FIRE & RESCUE DEPARTMENT
Chief Joseph Lombardo
Public Safety Complex, Telephone: 659-5411.
Pennits required for all outdoor buming unless snow
is on the ground. For permits call Chief Lombardo at
659-7203 or Fire Warden Peter Hoyt at 659-7790.
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Town Administrator: Diane Guimond
Town Secretary: Donna Eisenhard
Town Bookkeeper: Faye Keniston
Town Hall, Telephone: 659-5414. Office Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday
(8:00 AM - 4:00 PM)
CLOSED THURSDAYS
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTORS OFFICE
Town Clerk/Tax Collector: Penelope Stetson
Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector: Susan Mistretta
Entrance is Rear Door, Downstairs Town Hall
Telephone: 659-2964. Office Hours: 2nd & 4th
Mondays (8:00 AM - 6:00 PM) Mon, Wed, Fridays
(8:00 AM - 4:00 PM)
CLOSED TUESDAY and THURSDAYS
HIGHWAY OFFICES
Road Agent: Randolph Stevens
Assistant Road Agent: Warren Hatch
Offices are located on the comer of Route 1 55
and Recycling Road. Telephone: 659-6515
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This year's cover features the North Lee School back
in 1934. A John Sawyer was kind enough to provide a
copy of the original photograph he has to the Lee
Historical Society and is one of the students pictured
therein. Unfortunately, Mr. Sawyer is in Florida and
we were unable to reach him for more information in
time for publication. The North Lee school used to sit
on what is now the Cohen property at 1 Old Mill Road
and moved to the Towle property at 145 Concord
Road. I believe the original building still stands but





Dave Allan was probably happiest when working in his
backyard sanctuary, with its myriad flower-beds, shrubs, and
ponds, or shaping with skilled hands his extensive collection of
Bonsai trees. Happy moments also came when writing his
childhood memoirs or drawing illustrations for his many articles
on agriculture and the protection of natural resources. One of
his best-known studies. The Wetlands of Lee , is still used today
as an informative guide for town officials.
As a career farm planner and biologist for the federal
Soil Conservation Service in Durham, Dave became deeply
involved in agriculture, working closely with farmers in New
Hampshire and Maine. He enjoyed this work and the people he
met. He was a practical man giving practical advice, but he also
had a mystical attachment to the land itself and the rhythms of
nature that nourished its wildlife habitat and plant species.
In 1980 he was appointed to the Lee Conservation
Commission, where he served as a member and chairman for
twenty years. During those years he played a key role in vsriting
a wetlands protection ordinance for the town and in helping to
organize efforts to acquire conservation easements for some of
Lee's most important farms and open spaces. In 1990, with the
aid of state funding from the LCHIP program, the Keniston,
Claridge, and Demeritt Hill homesteads were protected, and
later, with the help of federal Wild and Scenic Rivers fiinds,
easements were placed on the Verrette, Brady, Sanborn, Stevens
and Cook properties - all historic farmlands, totaling 633 acres.
Dave Allan grew up in West Lebanon, NH, where his
father was a local businessman and his mother an artist. Sadly,
both parents died before Dave was nineteen. After high school
he worked for a year to earn money to go to UNH where he put
himself through school by working on tables. In the fall of
1941, he left college to enlist in the Army Air Corps, where he
served as a staff sergeant in Tunisia, Algeria, Italy, and
England, earning four battle stars.
Dave returned from war in 1 944, married, completed his
college studies, and went to work for the US Department of
Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service. Eventually, he and his
wife Natalie moved to Lee, where they lived for thirty-five
years. Their houselot on Lee Hook Road, with its array of
flowers and plantings, became a mecca for adults and children
alike. Dave loved to give tours of his property, sharing with his
visitors his remarkable knowledge of plants and wildlife.
A decent, humane, and talented individual, Dave had a
quiet sense of humor and a deep curiosity about the evolution of
human beings and their natural world. The history of American
Indians especially fascinated him. He was an active member
and chairman of the Lee Historical Society and a prolific writer
and artist. He authored numerous articles and publications,
often dealing with agriculture, as well as The History of the Lee
Church and a children's book entitled The Storv of Peter Little
Bear.
Several years ago, shortly before Dave and Natalie left
to stay with their son Jon in Maine, the town held a ceremony to
dedicate and name the triangle at Lee Center as the David N.
Allan Park. A granite stone with a bronze plaque was placed in
the triangle, to serve as an enduring reminder of an exceptional






David Allan and Natalie Chandler were married for sixty
years. The strength of their union, and the deep affection they
had for one another , is suggested by the fact that when David
passed away on September 1 6^*^, 2004, Natalie died only twenty-
two hours later.
Natalie grew up on the 60-acre family farm in New
Boston, NH, that her grandfather had bought after the Civil
War. She came from solid Yankee stock, whose ancestors went
back to the Mayflower and who typified the hard-working,
tough-minded settlers who carved farms out of the wilderness
and built the first New England towns and villages.
While in high school, Natalie became a champion
debater and played first base on the boys' baseball team (by this
time she had already become a fervent fan of the Boston Red
Sox). After graduation in 1937 she went to U.N.H. where she
met Dave, played women's baseball, and graduated in 1941. At
the outbreak of WW II she tried to join the WACS but was
turned down due to deafness. During the war she was an
inspector in a munitions plant in Massachusetts. While Dave
was overseas, they carried on a voluminous correspondence that
has been archived by historians of WW II. The two were
married in August 1 944 at the family farm in New Boston.
After many years as a stay-at-home mom for her three
children, Natalie decided to return to U.N.H. in the early 1960s
to take night courses in education. She became an elementary
school teacher and from 1965 -79 taught in Newmarket.
d-
Although she and Dave had very different personahties,
they shared much in common, including a love of travel and the
out-of-doors. They visited most of the United States and a
number of countries in Europe and Asia, and especially enjoyed
their summer cottage on the Bay of Fundy in Nova Scotia.
They loved flowers and gardening, and both believed strongly
in social justice, civil rights, and protecting the environment.
Like Dave, Natalie also become deeply involved in
community affairs, serving on the Lee Planning Board and as a
Supervisor of the Checklist. She was an active member of a
special committee appointed by the Selectmen to study school
funding and taxes, and of a group that planted flowers in the
town center.
Natalie Allan will be remembered as a strong and
courageous person, who, despite a number of devastating
adversities (loss of hearing and sight, and the untimely deaths of
her father and her beloved son Bob), never lost her capacity to




AARON W. CHADBOURN JR.
1916-2004
Aaron Chadbourn, or "Chad" as he was known to family
and friends, was an inveterate pipe and cigar smoker and the
best Santa Claus the Town of Lee ever had. He was also a
farmer, a warm-hearted human being, and a popular public
servant.
Chad was bom in nearby Madbury, but spent most of his
childhood in Eastham, on Cape Cod. Although he came from a
well-known New Hampshire family, he grew up in poor
circumstances after his family lost the family lumber business
during the Great Depression. At one point he earned extra
money by serving a paper route with his pet donkey pulling a
cart.
Eventually, Chad returned to New Hampshire where he
worked as a herdsman for the Three Rivers Farm in Dover and
attended the Thompson School of Agriculture at UNH,
graduating in 1938. During World War 11 he served as an
officer in the U. S. Marine Corps., stationed in Pearl Harbor.
A year after the war ended, he bought the Guy Angell
farm on Mast Road in Lee, which he named Broadfield Farm,
and where he managed a herd of Guernsey cattle for the next ten
years. Although Chad loved farming, he had to give it up when
he developed a bad back. The property was sold to Bud Booth,
who renamed it Green Dream Farm. (A large portion of the land
is now the Captain Parker Drive subdivision).
hi the mid-1950s, while still farming, Chad joined a
number of other local citizens, including Lloyd Stevens and
Everett Sackett, in forming Lee's first Volunteer Fire
Department. Until that time, Lee's conflagrations had been
fought by firemen and engines from Newmarket. The new
volunteers bought a small tanker truck, which they stored and
maintained on their own.
Chad also served briefly as a town Selectman, as well as
a term in the state legislature, hi the 1970s he became a
member of the new Advisory Budget Committee, where his
knowledge of government, his sense of humor, and his level-
headed approach to spending became a distinct asset to the
town's budget process.
For more than sixty years, Chad was an active member
of Jeremiah Smith Grange in Lee, where he would often be seen
stoking the big stove that made the building toasty warm on
cold winter nights. He was also a member of the Lee Church
Congregational, where he played the organ for many years. He
loved children and playing Santa at the Church Christmas Fair.
Aaron Chadboum was, in many ways, the quintessential
New Englander - a generous, outgoing family man who served
his country and community, and who always remained true to











































Dale T. Swanson 2007
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Dwight E. Barney 2006
Richard H. Wellington, Chairman 2007
Joseph P. Ford 2005
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR
Diane L. Guimond




John W. Corey 2007
TOWN CLERKn"AX COLLECTOR
Penelope A. Stetson 2005










SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Clara Kustra, Chairman 2010
Marion Kelsey 2006
Caria Corey 2008





Sharon LaBrie, Secretary 2007
Carol Evans, Chairman 2005











FRIENDS OF LEE LIBRARY
Phyllis Foxall & Liz Shay, Co-Presidents
Mariette Young, Vice President
Marie Richards, Treasurer
Mary Stumhofer, Secretary
Board of Directors, Friends of Lee Library
Mary Stunnhofer, Kathleen Dallon & Susan Maziarz
HIGHWAY & PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT
Randolph S. Stevens, Highway Supervisor
Assistant Road Agent, Warren Hatch
TRANSFER STATION






CODE ENFORCEMENT/PLANNING & ZONING
HEALTH OFFICER & RABIES CONTROL OFFICER
Allan Dennis
CODE ENFORCEMENT/
PLANNING & ZONING SECRETARY
Caren Rossi-Pressey
PLANNING BOARD
John LaCourse, Chairman 2005




Dwight E. Barney, Selectmen Representative
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STRAFFORD REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
William K. Henze 2007
Melvin Jenkins 2005
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Richard Weyrick, Chairman 2005





































W. James Davis, Lieutenant
Scott Nemet, Firefighter/EMT
*FIREFIGHTER OF THE YEAR*
Derek Doucette
LEE FIRE DEPARTMENT FIREFIGHTERS
Dan Brothwell; Martin Castle; Brandon Clark;
Patty Clark; Richard Doucette; Nathan Duclos;
Cheryl Geddis; Jennifer Gingras; Adam Griffith;
Warren Hatch; Peter Henny; Allison Jean;
Buddy Kennard ; Gary Kustra; Joe Lombardo Jr.;
Charles Lundergan; Ken McAdams; John Mirasola;
Buster Morse; David Stafford; Phil Stetson;
Erin Storace; Kate Wilson;
Jennifer Zaidlicz; Ron Zaidlicz
I
FIRE WARDENS
Peter Hoyt, Fire Warden
John DeVoter, Deputy Fire Warden
Mark Kustra, Deputy Fire Warden
Jennifer Gingras, Deputy Fire Warden
Jeffrey Brown, Deputy Fire Warden
Joseph Lombardo, Deputy Fire Warden
LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE COOPERATIVE
Joseph P. Ford, Director for Lee 2005
SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE








James Andersen, Transfer Station Manager










Board of Directors, Lee Historical Society
















LAMPREY RIVER ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Richard Weyrick; Thomas Dunham
Joseph P. Ford; Sharon Meeker
Eileen Miller; Frank Reinhold Jr.
Brian Giles; Gael Grant
Joseph P. Ford; Richard Wellington
TOWN LAND PLANNING COMMITTEE
Joseph P. Ford, Selectman
Dwight E. Barney, Selectman
Richard H. Wellington, Selectman
Elaine A. Gauthier, Town Administrator
Frank Reinhold, Jr., Planning Board Rep
Rita Wolfe, Wheelwright Pond Rep
Richard Weyrick, Conservation Commission
Margaret Watkins, Lamprey River Committee Rep
Melvin Jenkins, Wheelwright Pond Committee
Cynthia Nizzari-McClain, Recreation Commission
TOWN BUILDING PLANNING COMMITTEE
Scott Bugbee, Chairman
David Allen, Lee Citizen's Rep
Melvin Jenkins, Lee Citizen's Rep
Dwight E. Barney, Selectman
Joseph P. Ford, Selectman
Richard H. Wellington, Selectman
Chief Joseph Lombardo, Lee Fire Department
Chief Chester Murch, Lee Police Department












TOWN OF LEE NEW HAMPSHIRE
Minutes of the 2004 Town Meeting
March 9, 2004
The March 2004 Lee Town Meeting was called to order at 8:00 a.m. at Mast
Way School by Moderator Dale T. Swanson. Mr. Swanson read the Town
Warrant: To the inhabitants of the Town of Lee, County of Strafford, State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs: You are hereby notified to




To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the changes proposed to the
Lee Zoning Ordinance.
Present were Moderator Dale Swanson, Assistant Moderator J Phillip Stetson,
and Supervisor of the Checklist: Clara Kustra, Marian Kelsey and Carla Corey.
Penelope A. Stetson, Town Clerk/Tax Collector and deputy Town Clerk/Tax
Collector Susan Mistretta were also present.
Sworn in as ballots Clerks were Jacqueline Neill, Doree Townsend, Janice
Neill, Patricia Jenkins, Ann MacKinnon, Laura Gund, Faye Keniston, James
Banks, Marianne Earhart, Janice Hughes, Linda Schier, Dwight Barney, David
Allen and Jennifer Allen.
Moderator Swanson closed the polls at 7:00 p.m. and the Lee Town Meeting
was recessed to March 10, 2004 at 7:30 p.m. at the Mast Way School.
Moderator Swanson reconvened the March 2004 meeting on Wednesday,
March 10, 2004 at 7:30 p.m. to act on articles 3 through 36. Moderator
Swanson read the results of the ballot vote held on Tuesday March 9, 2004,
results are below:
MODERATOR
For Two Years Vote for not more than One
Dale T. Swanson 437
SELECTMEN
For Three Years Vote for not more than One
Richard H. Wellington 379
FOR TREASURER
For Three Years Vote for not more than One
John W Corey 409
SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST




SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST
For Four Years Vote For not more than One
Carla A. Corey 401
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUND
For Three Years Vote For not more than One
John Tappan Write In
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUND
For Two Years Vote For not more than One
Diane Garland Write In
LIBRARY TRUSTEE




For Three Years Vote For not more than One
Janice Neill Write In
ADVISORY BUDGET COMMITTEE
For Three Years Vote For not more than Two
James A. Stewart 344
Amos R. Townsend 293
ADVISORY BUDGET COMMITTEE
For Two Years Vote for not more than One
ARTICLE II
Proposed Zoning Ordinance Changes/Amendments
The following changes would occur to the Lee Zoning Ordinance if adopted.
Note: Changes are Bold Italics and Deletions are underlined .
Proposed Amendment to the 2003 Lee Zoning Ordinance; The Lee Planning
Supports the Following.
Question 1 . To Change/Amend Article VIII; Cluster Residential Development,
Section A, Purpose: The purpose of this article is to provide a flexible policy
for quality cluster development constant with the rural character, health, safety
and welfare of the Town of Lee, ingenuity and originality in total subdivision
and individual site design, preservation of open space to serve recreational,
scenic, conservation and other related purposes within the densities established
for the gross tract. (And replace with the following):
The purpose of this article is to provide permanently preserved open space
residential development consistent with the rural character of the Town of
11-
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Lee. This will encourage andpermit a "neighborhood" subdivision layout,
and a variety ofresidential dwellings.
1. To create residential development in which the buildings and
accessory uses are located more closely together with reduced lot
sizes, into separate groups or neighborhoods, separated by a
significant amount ofcommon open space (Minimum of30,000 sq
ft with no less than 100ft offrontage.)
2. To permanently preserve open space to serve recreational, scenic,
conservation and other relatedpurposes within the densities
establishedfor the gross tract due to health and safety. Example:
In a 40-acre tract, the maximum number of dwelling units that
could be obtained, meeting all ofthe requirements ofthe ordinance
would be twenty (20).
To change/amend Article VIII, Title, from Cluster Residential Development and
replace it with a new title, Open Space Residential Development Note; if
passed, this would also change the definition of Cluster Residential
Development in Article II, Definitions, to Open Space Residential
Development
YES 320 NO 129
Question 2. To Change/amend Article V, Residential Zone (Zone A), Section
(5); Unconforming lots:
Any vacant lot which does not meet the minimum size and/or (add "/or" after
and) frontage requirements of this ordinance and is contiguous to another lot or
lots in the same ownership, shall be combined with the contiguous lot(s) prior to
the sale or development so as to make a conforming or more closely conforming
lot.
YES 321 NO 123
Moderator Swanson reconvened the March 2004 Town Meeting at 7:30 P M.
March 10, 2004. Mr. Swanson stated that his standard is he does not adhere
strictly to Robert Rule of Order, he believes in the strong policy of courtesy and
consideration. Mr. Swanson then proceeded to ask anybody who wanted to
speak to come to the microphone, I will recognize you then please state your
name identify from where you are from and proceed with you comment
Moderator Swanson then proceeded to explain the procedure that we would take
for the Bond issue. It would be a ballot vote and the polls will be opened for a
least an hour.
Mr. Swanson stated that when someone moves the question he will then
suspend discussion and call for the legislative body for a vote to move the
question and go on to a vote on the article.
- 12
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Moderator Swanson also noted that there are certain articles that come before us
that are of significant importance as in the past some people will leave early at
that point we recognized as a matter of fundamental fairness it really is in my
opinion inappropriate to try to reconsider article that have already been acted
upon, there fore from a procedural point and as permitted under New
Hampshire RSA Chapter 40 section 10, which allows for a optional restriction
on reconsideration. I am going to ask the will of the legislative body it is my
recommendation that we do restrict reconsideration, so once we have acted
upon the matter any particular article that we will have acted upon once the vote
has been declared it will not be allow to be reconsidered this evening.
A vote was then taken on in favor of restricting reconsideration. Adopted
Moderator Swanson then stated that there would be no reconsideration of any
article tonight.
Moderator Swanson read the results of the ballot vote held on Tuesday March 9,
2004.
Sworn in as ballot clerks for the evening: Suzanne DeRocchi, Gary
Kustra, Ann Mackinnon, Donna Eisenhart, William Gaudet.
BOND VOTE
3 . To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum
of Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) for the acquisition of
conservation easements, fee title or other interests in open lands by
the Town (including any building and structures incidental thereto),
all for the permanent protection of appropriate undeveloped land in
the Town of Lee, and to authorize the Selectmen and Conservation
Commission to act on behalf of the Town m connection with such
acquisitions pursuant to NH RSA 36-A, and in connection therewith
to further authorize the issuance of not more than Five Million
Dollars ($5,000,000) ofbonds and/or notes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act NH RSA, Chapter 33 and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue, negotiate and regulate such bonds
and/or notes and to determine the rates of interests thereon. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation) (2/3-ballot vote
required)
Article 3 moved by Selectmen Wellington, second by Selectmen
Barney.
Selectmen Wellington stated that this is the largest amount of money in the
history of the town going back to 1766. Mr. Wellington noted that in the 1950
the population was fairly stable. In 1968 we adopted zoning ordinances to try to
control growth. Mr. Wellington noted that we are a bedroom town and
bedroom towns do not pay their way. He stated open space does not cost
money Mr. Wellington stated that there are ninety new homes that have been
approved in Thurston Woods, this will produce more people and more
municipal services and schools we will need.
Selectmen Wellington noted that we have protected 1 ,696 acres, which is about
half of the targeted 25% of the town. He noted that at this time he sees no
alternative but to support this bond
13
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James Duprie moved to table this until the majority of the people from outside
manage to get in so there is no way that we are disenfranchising anybody.
Motion to table was defeated.
After more than a hour of discussion David Stafford moved the question
Seconded by many
Motion to move question adopted.
Moderator Swanson declared the polls open at 9: 11 p m. and stated that he
Would like to resume the meeting while the voting is going on.
At 9:30 Moderator Swanson call the meeting to order to proceed with the article
4.
At 10:15 p.m. Moderator Swanson declared the polls closed on Article 3.
Article 3 was defeated YES 243 NO 229 Total vote 472
OPERATING BUDGET
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
two miUion, three hundred ninety five dollars, one hundred and
thirty seven dollars ($2,395,137) for general municipal operations.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation) (see chart on next
page)




Moderator Swanson noted that it has taken us three hours to address
two warrant articles and we have some thirty article to go, at some
point we are going to take a look to see ifwe are going to have to
recess to another evening to complete it.
5 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
three hundred and fifty one thousand and one hundred dollars
($35 1,100) to purchase and acquire in fee simple land on Route 155
directly across from Love Lane owned by the Ralph H. Granger
Family Trust, Tax Map 0020-0002-0100 of approximately 22.87
acres and Tax Map 0020-0002-0200 of approximately 15 acres and
to authorize the withdrawal of funds for this purpose from the
following sources:
two hundred twenty thousand dollars ($220,000) fi-om the Capital
Reserve Fund created for that purpose (Land Acquisition Trust
Fund)
and the withdrawal of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) from the
Land Use Change Trust Fund,
and the withdrawal of seventy one thousand one hundred dollars
($71,100) from the Recreation Commission Trust Fund.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote
required)
Article 5 moved by Selectmen Wellington, second by Dwight
Barney.
Selectmen Wellington noted that this could be use for recreation
land.
James Duprie asked what it would cost to make athletic fields.
Selectmen Wellington stated that there are funds in the recreation
commission
Selectmen Barney mention there are grants that could be applied for
to help with development recreation.
Selectmen Ford noted that we have a letter from the US Department
of the Interior in which they have agreed to give consideration to a
grant for this property for recreational purposes.
After another long discussion Winfield Bassage made a motion to
move the question.
Motion to move the question adopted
Article 5 adopted $351,100
Moderator Swanson gave the results of article 3 He also noted that
it is 1045 p m he mentioned that people need to be thinking about
what point in time we should be considering reconvening this
meeting and to where
- 16
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Selectmen Wellington move to recess the meeting to Thursday
March, 11, 2004 at 7:30 p m. at Mast Way School. Seconded by
Monica St. Jean.
Motion to adjourn and reconvene adopted
Moderator Swanson reconvened the March 2004 Town Meeting,
Thursday 11, 2004 at 730 p.m.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
five hundred two thousand six hundred and seventy four dollars
($502,674) to pay the first principal payment and two interest
payments for the acquisition of conservation easements, fee title or
other interests in open lands by the Town (including any building
and structures incidental thereto), all for the permanent protection of
appropriate undeveloped land in the Town of Lee as below:
Bond Transfer Station
Lee, NH
A few people thank the Reinhold and Jenkins for their donation of
property to easements.
Several persons spoke in favor of easements, some thought the town
should look into purchasing the property for use of the townspeople
David Stafford made a motion to move the question Several
seconds
Motion to move the question, Adopted
Moderator Swanson then stated that we will be going on to each
article and we would now take motions on each article.
ALTERNATE WARRANT ARTICLES
IN EVENT BOND FAILS
31. To see if the Town will vote to accept a donated Conservation
Easement on approximately 13 acres of open space land from
Melvin E and Patricia Jenkins on Route 152 and High Road (Tax
Map 0022-0006-0000) and to raise and appropnate the sum of up to
ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to cover the transaction costs (The
value of this easement is estimated to be one hundred and seventy
five thousand dollars [$175,000]). (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation)
Article 3 1 moved by Selectmen Wellington, second by Selectmen Barney
Article 31 adopted
32 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
four hundred thousand dollars ($400,000) to purchase a conservation
easement on approximately 59 acres of open space land from
Margaret Blickle on Little Hook Road and York Lane, (Tax Map
0032-0004-0000 with the fijnds coming from the following sources:
Two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000) to be raised through tax
revenues and
Two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000) to be supplied by Wild
and Scenic Rivers funds through the Lamprey River Advisory
Committee.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority
vote required)
Article 32 moved by Selectmen Wellington, seconded by Selectmen Barney
Article 32 adopted
33 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum often
thousand dollars ($10,000) to be applied to the cost of acquiring a conservation
easement on approximately 100 acres of open space land (41 acres in the Town
of Lee, the remainder in the Town of Epping), with frontage on the North River,
owned by Frank W. Reinhold, Jr., and Linda R. Reinhold on North River Road,
(Tax Map 0026-0012-0000). The total project cost is estimated to be six
18-
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hundred ninety eight thousand nine hundred fifty dollars ($698,950), with the
remainder to be covered by a combination ofLand and Community Heritage
Investment Program grant, US Farmland Protection Program Grant, landowner
donation. Lamprey River Advisory Committee Grant and local fund raising.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote required)
Article 33 moved by Selectmen Wellington, second by Selectmen Barney
Article 33 adopted
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to one
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) to be added to the Land
Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund and authorize the transfer of the
June 30, 2003 fund balance in that amount for this purpose. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation) (Majority Vote Required)
Article 34 moved by Selectmen Wellington, second by Selectmen Barney
Article 34 adopted
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofthree himdred
twenty five thousand dollars ($325,000) to purchase a Conservation Easement on
approximately 51 acres of open space land on both sides of Birch Hill Road,
owned by Gus and Kay Zaso on Birch Hill Road, tax map 0024-005-0000 and
0024-0002-0300. The owners are pledged to donate five percent (5 %) Of the
easement value. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Majority vote
required)
Article 3 5 moved by Selectmen Wellington, second by Selectmen Barney
James Duprie made a motion to amend that this be included, that the expenditure
be contingent on 40% of the total purchase price of the easement be provided
from outside grants, gifts or other funding sources. Second Robert Hughes.
Motion was made to close discussion on this amendment by Mel Jenkins, motion
to close discussion adopted
Motion to amend Defeated
Article 35 adopted
7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept a
gift of 0.5442 acres of land abutting High Road (Tax Map Number 0024-0007-
0000) and owned by Jay Grumbling, to be transferred to the Town in fee title, to
enable the one lane bridge over the North River to be widened to two lanes.
Article 7 moved by Selectmen Barney, second by Selectmen Wellington
Article 7 adopted
8. To see if the Town will vote to amend the authority granted the Board of
Selectmen in Article 21 of the 2002 Town Meeting, wherein $247,500 was raised
and appropnated to purchase a Conservation Easement over approximately 1 00
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acres of land of Jay Grumbling (Tax Map Number 0024-0007-0000), and to vote
and authorize the Board of Selectmen to utilize the same two hundred forty-seven
thousand five hundred dollars ($247,500) to acquire a Conservation Easement
over approximately 45 acres of land of said Jay Grumbling along High Road,
Birch Hill Road and Route 125 (Tax Map Number 0024-0007-0000) and to
further authorize the Board to seek, receive and expend additional supplemental
funding other than town generated dollars to purchase and acquire a Conservation
Easement on the remaining 55 acres, more or less, of said Jay Grumbling (Tax
Map Number 0024-0007-0000) of woodland with frontage along the North River.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article 8 moved by Bill Humm, second by Selectmen Ford
Several people again spoke on this article.
Jay Grumbling made a motion to amend. Amend to delete the wording; other
than town generated dollars. Second by Christine Burke.
Motion to amend adopted
Karen Long moved the question, motion to move the question adopted.
Article 8 adopted as amended
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to seven
thousand dollars ($7,000) for the purpose of the construction, enlargement,
renovation and equipping of the Public Safety Complex and authorize the
use/transfer in that amount from June 30 fund balance for this purpose. (This
amount will represent the anticipated mterest earned on bond proceeds which was
transferred to the general fund on or before June 30) (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation) (Majority Vote Required)
Article 9 moved by Scott Bugbee, second by Selectmen Wellington
Article 9 adopted $7,000
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty
thousand dollars ($20,000) for repairs and improvements to the Town Buildings.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article 10 moved by Elaine Gauthier, second by Selectmen Barney
Article 10 adopted $20,000
1 1
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum often thousand
dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust Fund for the
Town Buildings Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article 1 1 moved by Elaine Gauthier, second by Selectmen Wellington
Article 11 adopted $10,000
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum often thousand
dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust Fund for the




Article 12 moved by Selectmen Barney, second Selectmen Wellington
Article 12 adopted $10,000
13 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty
thousand dollars ($20,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds
for the purchase ofnew Highway Equipment (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation).
Article 13 moved by Selectmen Barney, second by Selectmen Wellington.
Article 13 adopted $20,000
14 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of forty-five
thousand dollars ($45,000) for road reconstruction. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation)
Article 14 moved by Selectmen Barney, second by Selectmen Wellington.
Selectmen Barney move to amend article 14 to read. To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-five thousand dollars ($45,000) for road
and or bridge reconstruction. Seconded by Selectmen Wellington
Motion to amend adopted
Article 14 adopted as amended $45,000
15 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-six
thousand dollars ($23,500) for the purchase of a new police cruiser and the
changeover of radios and safety equipment. (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation)
Article 1 5 move by ChiefMurch to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of twenty-three thousand dollars ($23,500) for the purchase
of a new poUce cruiser and the changeover of radios and safety equipment. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation, second by Selectmen Barney
ChiefMurch explained that the written amount is wrong, the nimierical figure of
$23,500 is the correct amount.
Article 15 adopted $23,500
16 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum oftwo himdred
sixty three thousand dollars ($263,000) for the purchase of a new Fire Truck for
the Fire Department and to authorize the withdrawal oftwo hundred sixty three
thousand dollars ($263,000) fi-om the Capital Reserve Fund created for that
purpose (Fire Equipment Trust Fund). (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation).
Article 16 moved by Chief Joe Lombardo, second by Selectmen Barney
Article 16 adopted $263,000
17 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four
thousand dollars ($4,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for




Article 17 moved by Chief Lombardo, second by Selectmen Barney
Article 17 adopted $4,000
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty
thousand dollars ($30,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds
for the purchase of new fire equipment. (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation)
Article 18 moved by Chief Lombardo, second by Selectmen Barney
Peter Hoyt moved to amend: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of
the Trust Funds for the purchase of new fire equipment, second by Joe Lombardo
Motion to amend adopted
Article 18 adopted as amended $50,000.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twelve
thousand five hundred dollars ($12,500) for purchase of radios for the Fire
Department of which eleven thousand two hundred and fifty dollars ($1 1,250)
will come from a Federal Grant and one thousand two hundred and fifty dollars
($1,250) is to come from general taxation (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.)
Article 19 moved by Chief Lombardo, second Selectmen Wellington
Article 19 adopted $12,500
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum often thousand
dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the
Library Capital Reserve Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article 20 moved by Carol Evans, second Selectmen Barney
Article 20 adopted $10,000
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seven
thousand seventy hundred and seventy three dollars ($7,773) to be deposited with
the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the Lee Hill Cemetery Fencing Fund. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article 21 moved by Selectmen Barney, second Selectmen Wellington.
Selectmen Barney move to amend: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of seven thousand seven hundred and seventy three dollars
($7,773) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the Lee Hill
Cemetery Fencing Fund and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to withdraw up
to $45,000 for the purchase and installation of the fencing for the Lee Hill
Cemetery, second by Selectmen Wellington.
Motion to amend adopted
Article 21 adopted as amended
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22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two thousand
dollars ($2,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the
Accrued Benefits Trust Fund. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article 22 moved by Selectmen Wellington, second Selectmen Barney
Article 22 adopted $2,000.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eleven
thousand four hundred and eighty four dollars ($11,484) for the Durham
Ambulance Corps (DAC). (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article 23 moved by Selectmen Ford, second by Selectmen Barney
Article 23 adopted $11,484
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand
one hundred dollars ($4, 1 00) for Strafford Regional Planning Commission. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Article 24 moved by Selectmen Ford, second by Selectmen Barney.
Article 24 adopted $4,100
25. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seven
thousand five hundred and seventy five dollars ($7,575) for the agencies listed
below:
Strafford County Community Action
Lee, NH
Article 27 adopted for $16,000
28. Shall the town adopt the provisions ofRSA 72;27-a and RSA 72:28 for an
optional Veteran's tax credit of $375 and an expanded qualifying war services for
veterans seeking the tax credit? The optional veterans tax credit in the past has
been $100 rather than the standard $50 tax credit. (The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation)
Article 28 moved by Selectmen Wellington, second by Selectmen Barney
Article 28 adopted
PETITIONED WARRANT ARTICLE
29. Are you in favor of the following changes to the Racetrack Ordinance?
Changes are underlined. Deletions are in (Bold Parentheses).
Section 7: (no alcoholic beverages of any kind shall be sold, consumed or
allowed) Only malt beverages, and no other alcoholic beverages, may be sold and
consumed in restricted areas on racetrack property while the racetrack is open to
the public for the purpose of viewing vehicular racing. No other alcoholic
beverages shall be sold, consumed or allowed during such periods of pubhc
viewing of vehicular racing. No malt beverages shall be sold to anyone under the
age of twenty-one years, and proper age identification shall be required prior to
sale. The racetrack owner and/or operation, whoever is in direct charge of the
race, shall post signs advising the public of this section at visible locations within
the seating areas and at each entrance gate; said signs shall also state the penalty
for violation of this section. Failure of the racetrack owner and/or operator to
comply with this section shall be grounds for the revocation of the racetrack
license. Any person in possession of alcoholic beverages in violation of this
section shall be guilty of a violation. The alcoholic beverage shall be seized and
disposed of in compliance with State statutes, local law or regulations. Prior to
each racing season the Board of Selectmen or their designee shall inspect to
insure signs are properly posted.
By petition of 25 or more registered voters.
Selectmen Barney stated that at the request of the Lee Racetrack they wish to
withdraw this particle warrant article.
Moderator Swanson asked if there was anyone wishing to make a motion on this
article. No motion Mr. Swanson went on to article 30.
30. To see whether the town will vote to reclassify that portion of all Old
Concord Turnpike, so-called, which is currently classified as Class VI to a new
classification of Class V. That portion of the road to be reclassified from Class
VI to Class V is fiirther described as the former fifty (50) foot wide Semce Road
extending from the end of Old Concord Road (Class V) to land now or formerly
of Samuel O. Mick (Tax Map 5, Lot 6-0). Any such reclassification is conditional
upon compliance with betterment assessments as provided in RSA 23 1 28-33.
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Article 30 moved by Selectmen Ford, second Selectmen Barney.
Kevin Shenefiel moved to amend article to read: To see if the town will vote to
reclassify the fifty (50) foot wide Durham well service road extending from the
end of the Old Concord Road (classV) to land now formerly of Samuel O. Mick
(Tax map 5, lot 6-0), from class VI to class A municipal trail. Public use by
motorized vehicle is to be prohibited. Second Marianne Earhart.
Motion to amend defeated.
Selectmen Wellington moved the question, motion to move adopted.
Article 30 adopted
Article 36 Motion to adjourn by Allan Dennis, seconded by several.






TOWN OF LEE NEW HAMPSHIRE
Minutes of the 2004 Special Town Meeting
June 28, 2004
The June 28, 2004 Special Town Meeting was called to order a
7:00 p.m. at the Lee Town Hall by Moderator Dale T. Swanson.
Mr. Swanson read the Town Warrant:
To the inhabitants of the Town of Lee, County of Strafford,
State ofNew Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs: You
are hereby notified to meet at the Lee Town Hall on Monday,
the twenty-eighth day of June 2004 at 7:00 p.m. to act on the
following subjects:
I. To see if the Town will vote to appoint the Board of
Selectmen, as its Agent, for the disbursement of funds raised for
the Lee Hill Cemetery Fence Trust Fund.
Moderator Swanson stated that the Warrant was duly posted and
announce in the local paper.
Official that were present were Moderator Dale Swanson,
Supervisor of the Checklist: Clara Kustra, Marian Kelsey and
Clara Corey. Penelope A Stetson, Town Clerk-Tax Collector
and Deputy Town Clerk-Tax Collector Susan Mistretta.
Selectmen, Joseph Ford, Dwight Barney and Richard
Wellington.
ARTICLE I. To see if the Town wdll vote to appoint the Board
of Selectmen, as its Agent, for the disbursement of fiinds raised
for the Lee Hill Cemetery Fence Trust Fund.
Article 1 Selectman Ford moved Article 1, seconded by
Selectmen Barney & Wellington
There was no discussion
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Article 1 was adopted
Moderator Swanson asked if there was anything else to come
before them, there being none Selectmen Wellington moved to
adjourn the meeting, seconded by Selectmen Barney.
Motion to adjourn adopted
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Once again, as in previous years, residential growth
continues as the "Thurston Woods" subdivision located off of
Route 152 begins roadwork and homes are being constructed.
This subdivision, of 155.40 acres, is an "open space residential
development" as provided in Article VIII of the Lee Zoning
Ordinance. The project consist of thirty-four (34) single family
units with its access across from Spencer Lane, along with
another six (6) duplex units located off of Route 125 near the
Epping Town for project total of forty-six (46) dwelling units.
Although this project consist of forty-six (46) units, more than
half of the parcel remains in open space due to smaller lot sizes
and less road frontage as provided in the ordinance along with a
one hundred foot buffer zone around the perimeter of the parcel.
Another project that received approval is for a five (5) lot
subdivision off of North River Road (Route 155) located near
the Epping Town Line for "S.G.H. Development." The Lee
Planning Board is also reviewing plans for an eleven (11) unit
condominium project (Article VII, Lee Zoning Ordinance)
located off of Mast Road (Route 155) near the James Farm
Road. This project consist of 35.88 acres and the dwelling units
will be single building units serviced by a Town Road with
private shared driveways. There is still a thirty-eight (38)
subdivision in the community located across from Riverside
Farm Drive, off of North River Road (Route 155) that some
work has been started, but at this time the road and site work
has not been completed and no dwelling units have been built.
If you were at the Town Meeting (March 2004), you
may remember the Town was asked to vote on re-classifying a
class VI road (road not open to the public subject to gates and
bars) to a class V road (town maintained road open to the
public) which would allow public access and development of a
parcel of approximately 25 acres owned by Sam Mick and
located between Snell Road and Old Concord Turnpike Road.
The legislative body present at the Town Meeting did vote in
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favor of re-classifying that portion of the road needed to access
the 25-acre parcel, but to this date, no application for
developing this parcel has been presented to the Planning
Board.
hi the commercial zone around the traffic circle,
Wendy's restaurant was granted approval and subsequently the
"Gateway" restaurant was razed and a Wendy's restaurant has
been constructed on site. We are still working with "Cedar
Swamp Group" on a plan that was granted conditional approval
by the Lee Planning Board. The proposal consist of a
combination of retail and professional office space in two
buildings, one being a two story structure and the other a single
story structure. We are waiting for State access permits before
this project will receive final approval.
A total of a total of one hundred forty-five (145) permits
were issued for fiscal year 2003-2004, with an estimated cost of
construction totaling $6,400,494.00. A breakdown of the types







Annual Report Of The
Lee Fire and Rescue Department
This year's call volume of 397 represents a 9 percent increase over
the previous period; yet again, a new record for total number of
responses. Medical aid accounts for one-third of all calls and is
reflective of a marked increase in the town's residential population.
Motor vehicle accidents accounted for 18 percent of the 2004 call
volume.
In light of the town's continuing growth and corresponding number of
incidents the department is tasked with responding to, two full time
firefighter/emergency medical technicians were hired in September.
They provide coverage during the most vulnerable times of the week.
This is a major change for the department, which up until this point
was all volunteer. However, as the town transitions from a rural
farming locale to a large residential community, the number of people
willing and able to participate have dropped significantly. Nowhere is
this better seen than the most crucial period between 8 AM and 5 PM,
Monday through Friday. Their work schedule reflects this concern.
Another vital area they are addressing is Fire Prevention and
Education for our youngsters. This mission will expand in the coming
year with programs initiated at the Lee Public Library and Mastway
School.
Once again department administrators were successful in obtaining
outside grant funding. New portable handheld radio equipment is now
in service thanks to a grant provided by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) in conjunction with the Fire Act Grant
program. At the end of 2004, all of the department's trucks were
outfitted with new mobile communications equipment provided by the
State of New Hampshire. The department also received a grant to
purchase new wildland fire equipment. Overall these grants saved
Lee residents more than $50,000. Obviously, the pursuit of federal
and state funding will remain an integral part of the department's effort
to provide adequate equipment while lessening the impact upon the
taxpayer.
In January 2004, the department moved into its portion of the new
Public Safety Complex. This area provides sufficient space for today
and well into the future. Personnel have a facility that enhances
training capabilities thanks to expanded classroom space. In general,
the Public Safety Complex enhances the overall efficiency of the
department.
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The complexity of challenges facing the department continues. In
light of the wide variety of scenarios faced by Lee Fire and Rescue
personnel on a daily basis it's crucial to maintain an unparalleled level
of preparedness. Recognizing this, many members took part in extra
training opportunities over and above their regular monthly training
commitment. As a result Lee residents can be sure Lee's firefighters


















Lee Fire and Rescue Department Roster
Annual Report of the Lee Public Library
FY 2003-2004
Another busy year at the Lee Public Library included several
initiatives and many ongoing activities. Trustees, Staff, Friends
and Volunteers worked hard to bring to the citizens of Lee
quality library services and programs in a warm and inviting
setting. The Lee community availed themselves of the library's
diverse collection of print and non-print materials as well as the
wide range of programming geared to children and adults.
Children's program attendance increased by 8% and signups for
use of the library's three public access computers increased by
11.41%. Patrons took advantage of the library's Interlibrary
Loan service, with an increase of 22% of materials borrowed
from in-state and out-of-state libraries. A sampling of statistics
submitted to the NH State Library highlights library use for the
past fiscal year.
Library Attendance
Total Annual Library Visits 24,596
Adult Program Attendance 2 1





Audios (books on tape, CD) 909
Videos/DVDs 629
Public Access Computers 3
Use of Resources
Adult materials loaned
(includes young adult) 28, 1 07
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Children's materials loaned 29,274
Total materials loaned 57,381
Interiibrary Loan lent to other libraries 1,108
Interiibrary Loan borrowed from libraries 765
Patron use of Public Access Computers 1 ,455
Other
Resident Borrowers (inc. children in ORCSD) 3,190
Nonresident borrowers 143
Meeting room use for library functions 140
Meeting Room use for non-library functions 3
Programs
The 2003 Summer Reading Program "Reading Rocks the
Granite State" featured many special guests, including
Strawberry Banke archaeologist Martha Pinello, hydrogeologist
Jim Griswold, Fire Chief Joe Lombardo, author Marie Harris
("G is for Granite"), nature walk guide Catherine Fisher,
archaeologist Wesley Stinson of the Sergeant Museum, Police
Chief Chet Murch, illustrator Jearmie Brett ("L is for Lobster")
,
Ben & Tyler Allen of San-Wall Farm and musicians Brian
Fischer and Scott Gelzinis of Earcraft Music. Magician Phil
Spitz entertained a crowd of over 120 parents and children at the
end-of-program party; Mr. Phil's performance was made
possible by a Kids, Books and the Arts grant, with additional
funding provided by the Friends of the Lee Public Library.
Throughout the six week program participants read for a total of
110,115 minutes and 96 children received certificates upon
completion of the program.
Thanks to many local residents the library offered a wide array
of informative programs and workshops for patrons of all ages.
Authors Tracy Kane ("Fairy Flight"), Barbara White ("The
Beecher Sisters") and Terry Parish ("The Cat Who Liked Potato
Soup") read from their works. Storyteller Anne Jennison told
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Native American tales at the Friends of the Lee Public Library's
Harvest Festival. Dr. Diane Ramus was the guest reader for the
library's Read Across America celebration. Sharon Meeker
presented the marine life program "Invaders of our Seacoast".
Ben Herman provided one-on-one computer tutorials for
patrons. Carl Deame once again offered his gardening and
flower/holiday centerpiece arranging workshops. Davyanne
Dippold provided an introductory gardening workshop for the
afterschool program. Wes Stinson paid a return visit to
highlight the Sargent Museum's several years of research of
colonial archaeological sites of the Great Bay and Portsmouth
region. The Lee Historical Society and the library presented a
joint program featuring author Linda Landry ("Classic New
Hampshire"). Alan Eaton provided an overview of plants and
animals found in the Lee Town Forest. Marty and Wendy
Quinn performed at the Friends of the Lee Public Library's
Community Concert. Stephanie Schanda moderated a 7^ and 8^
grade book discussion group. Library staff and volunteers
planned and implemented weekly storytime and afterschool
programs, monthly book discussions, and workshops ranging
from creating linoleum print greeting cards, making gingerbread
houses, to egg decorating.
Friends of the Lee Public Library
The Friends of the Lee Public Library continue to provide much
needed and appreciated support for library programs and
services. In fiscal year 2003-2004 the Friends purchased passes
offering free or reduced admission to area museums, supported
the Summer Reading Program, sponsored author visits,
purchased materials for the children's collection and fimded the
Harvest Festival and Community Concerts. Please take a
moment to look at the Friends' write up elsewhere in the town




Technology coiumues to play an integral role in library
operations and scr\ ices. In FY 2003-2004 the library upgraded
all public access and two administrative computers to the
Windows XP operating system and Microsoft Office 2003. In
June 2004 the library's technology plan was certified by the
New Hampshire State Library. The plan provides a blueprint of
goals and objectives for present and future use of technology at
the library. The library is now eligible to apply for Library
Services and Technology Act (LSTA) grant funding ifand when
fiinding becomes available.
Trustees
The Library Board of Trustees took on several projects during
Fiscal Year 2203-2004. In an effort to maximize the utilization
and efficiency of the library's current space, the Board
established a Space Planning Committee comprised of Lee
residents Molly Hentz, Robin Wunderlich, Martha Kane, Bruce
Larson and Circulation/Assistant Librarian Michelle Stevens.
The committee provided a summary of possible
reconfigurations that could improve space usage. As an
outgrowth of this process, the Board formed a long range
planning committee comprised of Chairperson Bruce Larson,
former trustee Catherine Swanson, Friends Co-President Phyllis
Foxall, Trustee Chairperson Carol Evans, Library Director Lisa
Morin, Bob Hart and Ed Bannister to begin assessing the
library's long-term needs.
The Board also reviewed, revised and adopted several library
policies focusing on collection development, gifts, Internet use,
conduct in the library and children's safety. The Board created
a librar}/ director evaluation and feedback process and began
drafting a Library Employee handbook.
Other
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The library's roof was repaired and reshingled, with added
insulation and ventilation of library attic spaces instiled during
August and September of 2003.
On behalf of the library staff and Board of Trustees I would like
to take this opportunity to thank all members of the Lee
Community for their ongoing support of library programs and
services. A special thank you goes out to the library's dedicated
and hardworking staff and trustees and our weekly volunteers
(Carolyn Storer, Joanne Reed, Barbara White, Eugene Kim,









ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LEE POLICE
DEPARTMENT
(FY 2003-2004)
After some series of delays, including the lack of warm weather,
the Lee Police Department, as well as the Lee Fire Department
moved into the New Lee Public Safety Complex. The members
of the Lee Police Department would like to thank the residents,
the Building Committee and the Board of Selectmen of Lee for
their support in approving this complex.
The Police Department has been equipped with some "state of
the art" equipment which was mostly obtained through federal
fionding and grants. The equipment includes a digital recording
unit for the officer's safety inside and outside of the building.
This unit allows monitoring of the parking lot, the inside
hallway and most importantly the booking room and sally port
area.
In conjunction with the digital monitoring cameras, the Police
Department purchased an access card system for entry into the
police department, again for the officer's safety. This access
card system allows an officer to keep their two hands fi^ee while
entering the building without the use of traditional keys.
The Lee Police Department also received support in the form of
local donations to equip the building with a commercial grade
weight training area. This area allows the officers to maintain
the level of fitness required by the New Hampshire Police
Standards and Training Council.
The Lee Police Department, as with other police departments,
has seen some changes in the faces at the police department.
However, the Lee Police Department is dedicated to hiring the
best applicants for the positions that have been opened. The
basic core group of employees at the police department has
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remained unchanged for over two years. That has brought a real
sense of community to the police department. A lot of the
residents recognize the officers as having been employees of the
Town for some time.
The Lee Police Department looks forward to a very exciting
year with changes abounding in the makeup of the department.
In 2004, the police department hired three new employees to fill
existing job vacancies. The first employee came to the Lee
Police Department with many years of experience and was hired
as a Lieutenant to provide the "younger" officers with the
experience he has to offer. The second officer came to the Lee
Police Department with no prior experience, but has since
completed the full-time police academy put on by the New
Hampshire Police Standards and Training Council. The most
recent addition to the Lee Police Department came fi"om another
police agency in the State. This officer has already been
certified and is a great addition to the Town of Lee.
The members of the Lee Police Department would like to
extend an open invitation to any resident who would like to see
the new facility. We are very proud to have been approved for
such a facility. And as we state every year, THE MEN AND
WOMEN OF THE LEE POLICE DEPARTMENT WOULD
LIKE TO THANK THE RESIDENTS FOR THEIR
CONTINUED SUPPORT.
Respectfully submitted.











STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE ,
To the inhabitants of the Town of Lee, County of Strafford, State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE MAST
WAY SCHOOL ON TUESDAY, THE EIGHTH DAY OF
MARCH, 2005 TO ACT ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
(Polls will open from 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.)
1 . To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE II
Question 1. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #1 as proposed
by the Lee Planning Board to the Lee Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Items underlined and bold are to be deleted and the new text is in Italics.
Note of Intent: The following changes proposed for the 2004 Lee Zoning
Ordinance and to the 2003 Lee Building Regulations are considered by the
Planning Board to be "housekeeping" changes. These changes have to do
with how the Town defines the Wetlands Conservation Zone and the
definition of a wetland. The Town of Lee has been determining wetlands by
soils, and the State ofNew Hampshire determines wetlands by using a
different definition, therefore, the State is now requiring towns that use soils
as their determining factor for a wetland shall use different terminology such
as "wet soils" or another term, other than wetlands.
Therefore, the Town of Lee must change all of its ordinances and
regulations to comply with this new law since we are not using the state's
definition of a wetland. By making this change, the Town will continue to use
soils as the criteria for determining wet areas as the town has been doing for
years.
Changes/Amendments to the 2004 Lee Zoning Ordinance is as follows:
Article II: Definitions: (replace the following wetlands definition with the
definition for wet soils).
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Wetlands: Shall mean those soils identified as poorly or
very poorly drained soils by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Soil Conservation Seryice in the Soil Suryey
of Strafford County, New Hampshire, dated March 1973.
The Wet Soils Conservation Zone also includes those
areas such as swamps, marshes and bogs that are
inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a
frequency and duration sufficient to support a prevalence
of vegetation adopted for life in saturated soil conditions.
Agricultural waste storage facilities, constructed and
operated in accordance with NHDAMF (TVew Hampshire
Department of Agriculture Markets and Food) best
management practice guidelines, shall not be construed as
a Wet Soils, for the purpose of this ordinance.
Wet Soils: Shall mean those soils classified as poorly or very
poorly drained as defined by the Soil Drainage Class
Interpretive Limits section ofSite-Specific Soil Mapping
Standardsfor New Hampshire and Vermont, Version 2.0
January, 1999, published by the Society ofSoil Scientist of
Northern New England (SSSNNE Special Publication #3), or
the current version ofthis publication. Agricultural waste
storagefacilities, constructed and operated in accordance
with NHDAMF (New Hampshire Department ofAgriculture
Markets and Food) best management practice guidelines,
shall not be construed as a wet soil areafor the purpose of
this ordinance.
Article VX: Wetlands Conservation Zone . Change to WET SOILS
CONSERVA TION ZONE
ZONE BOUNDARIES section of the ordinance.
1. Wetlands Conservation Zone.
The Wetlands Conservation Zone is defined as those
areas delineated as very poorly and poorly drained soib
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation
Service in the Soil Survey of Strafford County, New
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Hampshire, dated March 1973. The Wet Soils
Conservation Zone also includes those areas such as
swamps, marshes, and bogs that are inundated or
saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support a prevalence of vegetation
adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. (Replace
with).
1. Wet Soils Conservation Zone.
The Wet Soils Conservation Zone is defined as those areas
classified as poorly or verypoorly drained as defined by the
Soil Drainage Class Interpretive Limits section ofSite-
Specific Soil Mapping Standardsfor New Hampshire and
Vermont, Version 2.0 January, 1999, published by the Society
ofSoil Scientist ofNorthern New England (SSSNNE Special
Publication #3), or the current updated version ofthis
publication. The wet soils Conservation Zone also includes
those areas such as swamps, marshes, and bogs that are
inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a
frequency and duration sufficient to support aprevalence of
vegetationfor life in saturated soil conditions.
Note: All other references within the entire ordinance shall also replace the
word/term wetland with the word/term wet soils, and also note that if
passed, the 2004 Lee Zoning Ordinance shall change to the 2005 Lee
Zoning Ordinance.
YES NO
QUESTION 2. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #2 as
proposed by the Lee Planning Board to the Lee Zoning Ordinance as follows:
The Lee Planning Board is also proposing changes to the 2004 Lee Zoning
Ordinance under Article XIX: Floodplain Development Ordinance. This
change is required by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)




Town of Lee, New Hampshire Model Floodplain
Development Ordinance
Meets the Minimum Requirements of Section 60.3(b)
Of the National Flood Insurance Program Regulations
(Amend second paragraph)
The following regulations in this ordinance shall apply to
all lands designated as special flood hazard areas by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in its
Flood Insurance Rate Maps dated April 2, 1986 which are
declared to be a part of this ordinance and are hereby
incorporated by reference. (Replace with)
Thefollowing regulations in this ordinance shall apply to all
lands designated as specialflood hazard areas by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in its
"Flood Insurance Studyfor the County ofStrafford, NH"
dated May 1 7, 2005 or as amended, together with the
associated Flood Insurance Rate Maps dated May 17, 2005
or as amended, which are declared to be part ofthis
ordinance and are hereby incorporated by reference.
YES NO
ARTICLE III
Question 1. Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment #3 as proposed
by the Lee Planning Board to the Lee Building Regulations as follows:
Article II: Definitions: (replace the following wetlands defmition with the
definition for wet soils).
Wetlands — Shall mean all those soils
identified as poorly or very poorly
drained soils by the United States
Department of Agriculture Soil
Conservation Service in the Soil
Survey of Strafford County. The
wetlands zones also include those
areas such as swamps, marshes and
5A-
bogs that are inundated or saturated by
surface or ground water at a frequency
or duration sufficient to support a
prevalence of vegetation adopted for
life in Saturated Soils. (Replace
with).
Wet Soils: Shall mean those soils classified as poorly or very
poorly drained as defined by the Soil Drainage Class
Interpretive Limits section ofSite-Specific Soil Mapping
Standardsfor New Hampshire and Vermont, Version 2.0
January, 1999, published by the Society ofSoil Scientist of
Northern New England (SSSNNE Special Publication if^3), or
the current version ofthis publication. Agricultural waste
storagefacilities, constructed and operated in accordance
with NHDAMF (New Hampshire Department ofAgriculture
Markets and Food) best management practice guidelines,
shall not be construed as a wet soil areafor the purpose of
this ordinance.
Note: All other references within the entire regulation shall also replace the
word/term wetland with the word/term wet soils, and also note that if passed,
the 2004 Lee Building Regulations shall change to the 2005 Lee Building
Regulations.
YES NO
QUESTION 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4
proposed by the Lee Planning Board to the Lee Building Regulations as
follows:
Article III: B- Fees:
Fees will be based upon the estimated
cost of construction according to a
predetermined schedule. The
estimated construction costs shall be
submitted with the application for a
building permit and shall include all
labor costs. (In the case of a
6A-
"do-it-yourself project, a contractor's
estimate may be required at the
discretion of the Building Inspector.)
The fees for a building permit for
construction shall be: twenty dollars
($20.00) for the first two thousand
dollars ($2,000) of estimated
construction cost and three dollars
($3.00) for each additional one
thousand dollars ($1,000) of estimated
cost. A fee of twenty dollars ($20.00)
will be charged for permits pertaining
to the construction of a septic system
and a fee of ten dollars ($10.00) will
be charged for the installation of any
well. (Replace with)
Proposed Change to the Fee schedule in the 2004
Building Regulations.
Article III: B- Schedule ofFees:
Fees for Building Permits shall be determined by
the Governing Body as provided in RSA 674:51,
section Ill-(d),
YES NO
Articles 3 through 33 will be acted upon
at the Mast Way Elementary School on
Wednesday, March 9, 2005 at 7:30 P.M.
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OPERATING BUDGET
1 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
two million five hundred fifty-one thousand one hundred ninety-one
dollars ($2,551,191) for general municipal operations. (Tht
Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
Executive (Select/Town Admin & Sec'y)
Interest Payment
7. To see if the Town will vote to allow the Fire Chief to expend
grant money as received, with the approval of the Selectmen to
accept and expend grant funding, in lieu of waiting for the annual
town meeting. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation).
8. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund
in the amount often thousands dollars ($10,000.00) for the repair
and replacement of fire ponds and cisterns. (The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation).
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of
Trust Funds for the purchase of new fire equipment. (The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation)
10. To see if the Town will authorize the Fire Chief to send fire
apparatus out of town and receive fire apparatus from other
municipalities for the purpose of extinguishing a fire or the
rendering of other emergency services; and to authorize the Fire
Chief to execute a mutual aid agreement with other municipalities
pursuant to New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated (NH RSA)
154:20- 30 (a-h).
1 1 . To see if the Town will vote to change the existing digital radio
equipment trust fund to a personal protective equipment
replacement fund and reclassify this to an expendable fund allowing
the Fire Chief to expend funds with the approval of the Selectmen.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
fifty four thousand, six hundred dollars ($54,600.00) for the
purchase of fourteen (14) new Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
with spare bottles, with twelve thousand, two hundred dollars
($12,200.00) of this purchase to come from the Personal Protective





To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropnate the sum
of
four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) to be deposited
with the Trustees
3f Trust Funds for the purchase of personal protective
equipment.
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.)
14 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of
ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be deposited with
the Trustees ot





To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of
twenty eight thousand and five hundred dollars ($28,500)
for the
purchase of carpeting, rubber tile flooring, computer
carrels,
updated circulation desk and reconfiguration of work areas
in the
library and to authorize the withdrawal of $28,500 from
the Library
Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose. (The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation)
16 To see if the Town will vote to approve an increase in the
number of Library Trustees from three (3) to five (5), such change
to take effect at the March, 2006 Town Meeting, appropriation)
17 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to one
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) to be added to Ae Land
Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund and authonze the transfer ot the




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of three hundred thousand dollars $300,000) to purchase
and
acquire in fee simple land adjacent to the Lee Five Comers
Durham well between Snell Road and the Old Concord Turnpike
extension, now owned by the Town of Durham but formeriy
owned by Samuel Mick, Tax Map 0005-0006-0000 of
approximately 20.73 acres, (of this amount $10,000 will go to
cover the Town of Lee's transaction costs, with the remaining
UA-
$290,000 going to the Town of Durham) and to authorize the
withdrawal of funds for this purpose from the following sources:
• One hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) from the Town's
Land Acquisition Fund;
• Fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) from the Town's Land Use
Change Fund;
• Fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) from the Town's Fund
Balance;
• One hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) from DES fiind
grants;
Providing that if the anticipated ftinding from DES does not
materialize, the sum of $100,000 shall be taken from general
tax revenues.
It is understood that upon passage of this article, the Town of
Durham will transfer fee simple ownership of its gravel pit
properties on Garrity Road, Tax Map #09-03-00 and #09-03-
0100, to the Town of Lee, on the condition that a conservation
easement be placed on the Mick property.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation). Majority vote
required.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
one hundred thirty four thousand two hundred dollars ($134,200)
to purchase and acquire in fee simple land on Lee Hill Road owned
by Gail F. Mills, Tax Map 0020-0003-0000 of approximately 12.6
acres and to authorize the withdrawal of fimds for this purpose
from the following sources:
• Twenty seven thousand five hundred dollars
($27,500) to be supplied by a grant from the New
Hampshire Estuaries Project (NHEP)
Fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to come from the
Land Use Change Fund.
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Fifty six thousand seven hundred dollars ($56,700)
to come from the Land Acquisition Fund.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation) Majority vote
required.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) to purchase a
conservation easement on approximately 25 acres of open space
land from Theodore & Marian Kelsey on Lee Hook Road with
funds coming from the following sources:
• Fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to come from the Land
Acquisition Fund.
• Fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) to be supplied by Wild
and Scenic Rivers funds through the Lamprey River
Advisory Committee.
(The Selectmen recommend this appropriation) Majority vote
required.
21. To see if the Town will vote to recognize and appreciate actions
of James and LouAnn Griswold of Velvet Pastures Elk Farm for the
placing of an easement, at no cost to the Town, on their 53 acres of
open space land with the Grassland Protection Program of the
Natural Resource Conservation Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture.
22. To see if the Town will vote to establish, under the provisions
of RSA 674, 673, a Heritage Commission for the Tovm of Lee, said
Commission to consist of five (5) members appointed by the Board
of Selectmen for three-year staggered terms. As required by law,
one member of the Commission shall also be a member of the
Board of Selectmen. The Selectmen may also appoint up to three
(3) alternate members to the Heritage Commission.
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23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twelve thousand fifty dollars ($15,050) for the Conservation
Commission. (The Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
nineteen thousands four hundred and eighty-five dollars ($19,485)
for the Durham Ambulance Corps (DAC). (The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation)
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
two thousand dollars ($2,000) to be deposited with the Trustees of
the Trust Funds for the Accrued Benefits Trust Fund. (The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation)
26. To see if the citizens of the Town of Lee will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000.00) to
conduct a water resources study of the town. (Submitted by
Petitioned Warrant Article of 25 or more registered voters in the
Town of Lee).
27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to appoint a Capital Improvements Program Committee
in accordance with New Hampshire RSA 674. The Capital
Improvements Program Committee will be charged with working
with all Town Boards, Committees, and Departments, and the
School Board in preparing and maintaining a Capital Improvements
Plan. (Submitted by Petitioned Warrant Article of 25 or more
registered voters in the Town of Lee).
28. To see if the Town will vote to raiise and appropriate the sum of
five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to hire the Strafford Regional
Planning Commission (SRPC) to assist and provide guidance to the
Capital Improvements Program Committee in formulating a Capital
Improvements Plan. The SRPC will be hired following the
appointment of the Capital Improvements Program Committee.
(^^lbmitted by Petitioned Warrant Article of 25 or more registered
voters in the Town of Lee).
- 14 A
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
fourteen thousand dollars ($14,000.00) to perform a study to
determine the impact fee rates associated with new construction in
Lee for the associated capital expenses in the building of the Town
Transfer Station, the Public Safety Complex, and the recent Oyster
River High School renovations, and assist the Town in preparing an
impact fee ordinance. (Submitted by Petitioned Warrant Article of
25 or more registered voters in the Town of Lee).
30. To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable trust fund
under the provisions of RSA 35:1, to be known as the Cable
Television Fund, for the purpose of constructing and equipping of a
govem.nent access cable television system; furthermore, to raise
and appropriate the sum of nine hundred seventy three dollars
($973.00) toward this purpose, and to name the Board of selectmen
as agent for the expenditure of monies from this fund.
3 1 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
four thousand three hundred nineteen dollars ($4,3 1 9) for Strafford
Regional Planning Commission. (The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation)
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
eight thousand three hundred dollars ($8,300) for the agencies listed
below:
Strafford County Community Action
33. To transact any other business which may legally come before
this meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL THIS
NINETEENTH DAY OF FEBRUARY
IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD
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IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1
.
Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropnate recommended and not recommended area. This
means the operatmg budget and ail special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy raust be placed on
file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the above address.
DATE: February 19, 2005
GOVERNING BODY (SELECTME^^)
Please sign in ink.
(J\ ^ Cjo^cL^ Joseph P. Focd, Chairman
Dwight E. Barney
Richard H. Wellington
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In 2004 the Robert L. Keniston Sr. Transfer Station &
Recycling Center handled 2,373 tons of waste material. The
residential growth that we have experienced each year has put
more and more demand on the service that we offer. It makes
recycling an increasingly important part of the service we offer.
Every year as the cost to dispose of trash continues to be more
expensive, recycling becomes more important. In 2004 the
Town recycled approximately 30% of its total waste, saving the
Town more than $83,000.00. The money received from the sale
of recyclables this year was higher than any previous year
($34,795.00). The change in glass recycling increased the
amount of glass we recycled by 33%. Everything that we are
able to recycle reduces the amount of trash that has to be buried
in a landfill, which in turn reduces our costs of disposal. I hope
that everyone will do their part to recycle everything they
possibly can to lower the overall cost of waste disposal.
I want to thank our loyal volunteers, including Dick
Chase, Howard Getchell and Harold Hood for their continued
assistance at the Transfer Station. I also want to thank my loyal






Annual Report of the
Water Resources Advisory Committee
The Water Resources Advisory Committee (WRAC) had a very
productive second year. Much of the committee's efforts were
concentrated through a focus group that worked with the
Planning Board updating the Town Master Plan. The outline for
the new water resources section of the Master Plan should help
the Town organize to preserve and protect valuable water
resources in Lee. Thanks to the Jim Griswold for his support in
this effort. With the valuable assistance from Donna Eisenhard,
the WRAC continued building the Town's Water Well Data
Base by identifying the location of more than 300 residential
wells from the NH Water Well Board's data that previously had
incomplete owner or location information. The WRAC also
solicited proposals from hydrogeologists to investigate the water
supply potential of the recently purchased Granger Property.
The WRAC meets on the third Thursday of the month at the




Water Resource Advisory Committee
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Annual Report of the
Lee Cemetery Trustees
The Trustees welcome new Trustee Jan Neill who
replaces J. Derek Seeley on the Board. Donna Eisenhard
continues as Honorary Lifetime Cemetery Trustee to assist the
current Board.
Our new Stander mower and trailer got a workout this
year. Cemetery Superintendent Randy Stevens and Warren
Hatch mowed about every week. It was a perfect year for
grass with even amounts of sun and rain unlike other years
when late summer finds everything pretty dried up.
Care of private cemeteries with Trusts continued with
Old Parish rails getting a new coat of paint thanks to part-timer
Dan Brady. The Hoitt and Ryan Cemeteries adopted by the
TowTi had their stones repaired and cleaned. New chains will
be installed at the Hoitt Cemetery this coming year. The new
fence designed and installed at the Ryan Cemetery looks
fabulous and is holding up well.
Additional stone repairs and resetting took place at Lee
Hill Cemetery, Old Parish Cemetery, Cartland Family, Wilson-
Towle and Plumer Private Cemeteries. The Chesley Private
Cemetery has been reviewed and parts ordered to repair the
rather ornate fence at that location. Research has indicated the
cemetery called Wilson-Towle is actually the Edgerly
Cemetery and the one next to it near the river is the Wilson-
Towle Cemetery.
Lee Master Gardeners continue plantmg of pereimials
around the stone at the Clement Cemetery burial site in Lee
Hill Cemetery. Thank you again to Carolyn Bassage and
Mariarme Earhart for the plantings.
The new trees are still doing great and the Bradford
Pears were their usual vision when they flowered this past
Spring and in the fall, the colored and sugar maples again
showed fine color.
Again, thank you to Armand Lebeau for placing the
memorial flags on veteran graves in the Spring and to Danny
Brady for taking them off in December. Also, special thanks
to Randy Stevens for everything he does for us.
Any questions or concerns may be addressed to the









Members of Conservation Commission: Alan Eaton, Laura Gund,
Antoinette Hartgerink, Bill Humm, David Meeker, Tim Moody, Anne
Tappan, Richard Weyrick (Chair)
Major Activities of Lee Conservation Commission
Protection of Open Space and Wetlands: The Lee
Conservation Commission continues to work with the Town's Board
of Selectmen and Laurel Cox, the newly appointed Land Protection
Administrator, to expand the area of protected wetlands and open
space within the Town. The Commission works closely with the Land
Protection Administrator to identify environmentally important land
parcels within the Town, assist in negotiation with landowners, and
provide financial support, from Commission funds, for survey costs,
sales options and incidental expenses related to land purchase or the
granting of conservation easements. In 2004 these activities have
helped the Town to protect an additional 300 acres of land. As
described in detail in the Land Protection Report, the Town received
financial support for its land protection program from the generosity
of land owners and $968,500 in grants and awards from various
private and public funding agencies.
With this year's addition, approximately 1,830 acres of land
in the Town have been protected from further development. The
willingness of the citizens of Lee to protect open space and farmland
for future generations is known and respected throughout the State.
We can be proud of this record but must not forget that more needs to
be done to ensure that future citizens of Lee will have significant
reminders of the rural Lee we now enjoy.
Oversiglit of the Town's Conservation Easements: The
Conservation Commission is charged with the responsibility of
overseeing all conservation easements within the Town. Laura Gund
has assumed responsibility for the organization and reporting of this
activity. In fulfilling this stewardship responsibility, members of the
Commission visit each easement annually to check compliance with
the terms of the easement. As the Town's acreage of protected
property increases, this has become a major component of the
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Commission's activities. In 2004 fourteen such site visits were made
and conclusions formally reported to the appropriate oversight
organization.
Advice to Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment: In
accordance with its statutory responsibilities, the Commission serves
as advisor to the Planning Board and Zonmg Board of Adjustment on
matters relating to the protection of wetlands and other items of
environmental concern. Antoinette Hartgerink has assumed primary
responsibility for organizing and reporting this activity. During 2004
the Commission conducted site visits and provided nine written
reports in its response to applications for special exceptions, variances
to the Town's zoning regulations, or other matters. In addition to
these formal activities, Richard Weyrick and Antoinette Hartgerink, in
particular, have provided informal advice to many landowners and/or
their contractors before and during the work on their projects.
Educational and Outreach Activities: Members of the Commission,
primarily Richard Weyrick and Alan Eaton, led a number of walks
and field trips during 2004. In addition, the Commission provided
information relating to conservation easements and its other
responsibilities at the Lee Fair (where it also provided its official
fiddler, Alan Eaton). Members of the Commission also participated
in events organized and sponsored by Friends of Lee Open Space,
Oyster River Watershed Association, and other organizations. Alan
Eaton gave a presentation at the Town Library on the plants and
wildlife in the Lee Town Forest. As a result of the response to that
event, he has assumed responsibility for compiling a biological
inventory (recording the species and abundance of plants and animals)
for the entire Lee Town Forest Complex. Copies of the inventory,
with color photos, will be made available to the public at the Town
Library when the inventory is complete. Bill Humm has overseen a
co-occurrence mapping project in conjunction with the Strafford
Regional Planning Commission. When finished, this suite of GIS-
linked maps will provide the Town with an exceptional tool for land-
use planning. Members of the Commission have also participated in
various committees involved in the formulation of the Town's Master
Plan.
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Eagle Scout Project. The Conservation Commission would like to
thank Mike Winder who, as part of his Eagle Scout requirements,
planned and completed a project involving the construction of a trail
and installation of trail and boundary markers on the Ellis Oyster
River Reserve, acquired by the Town in 2003.
4H Conservation Camp Scholarship: In previous years the
Commission has awarded one, or more, full scholarships to the Barry
4H Conservation Camp to Lee residents. In 2004 there were no
applicants for such a scholarship. Students living in the Town who
are interested in applying for a 2005 scholarship award are
encouraged to contact a member of the Commission.
Retirement of Tom Dunham. On behalf of the Town the
Conservation Commission would like to thank Tom Dunham, a





FRIENDS OF THE LEE LIBRARY
The year 2004 was another productive and busy year for
the Friends of the Lee Public Library. We have accompHshed
numerous, well-received fimdraising activities on behalf of the
Lee Public Library and the community of Lee.
1. Our second Silent Auction was held this past
summer, netting our largest profit to date for one charity
fimdraising project.
2. We hosted a Crafts Fair featuring local sirtists in
conjunction with the Lee Congregational Church's Annual Plant
Sale and the Mast Way Public School's "May Day" activities.
These individual community events combined to create one
overall community event for the Town of Lee.
3. The Friends annual membership drive included
longtime, renewal members as well as many new members
adding their support to the library.
4. The calendar - A Glimpse of Lee - was a new effort
at fimdraising. Photographs of Lee's scenic areas and buildings
were represented for each month.
5. Yankee Magazine Community Partners subscriptions,
the Lee Community Cookbook, t-shirts, book bags and note
cards were always on sale at the library.
The monies raised from these endeavors are used to
purchase, support and expand the existing capabilities at the
library. This year the Board has approved the following:
1. Support for the summer reading program including
books, performers, storytellers, reading incentives and snacks.
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2. Sponsored book reading by author Jane Cowan
Fletcher at the summer reading program.
3. Sponsored a performance by Double Vision during
the summer reading program's grand finale.
4. Purchase books on genealogy material.
5. Purchase of The Histories of Rockingham County.
6. Purchase ofThe Histories of Strafford County.
7. Museum passes to: Strawberry Banke, Boston
Children's Museum, Museum of Science, Currier Gallery of
Art, Canterbury Shaker Village, Portsmouth Children's
Museum and Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
8. Puppets to enhance the after school reading activities.
A community concert was held in April at the Jeremiah
Smith Grange featuring local artists, Marty & Wendy Quinn.
Wendy performed interpretive dances to Marty's one of a kind
compositions. The audience enjoyed a truly unique experience.
An Olde-Time New England Country Dance was held in
October at the Sager Shack. Peter Yarensky called square
dances, reels, waltzes and polkas.
Baked goods (from Friends members) and beverages
were made available at Town Meeting.
Thank you to all Friends members and community
members who have contributed time, expertise and support - all
critical to the success of the library. It is gratifying to know
what each of you has voluntarily contributed to bring about this
achievement.
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We have raised a total of $20,000 from January 2000





Friends of Lee Public Library
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Annual Report of Land Protection
Land protection efforts in Lee were active during 2004.
Pressure for more residential development continues to be
strong, and will increase in Lee, as several surrounding towns
are enacting ordinances to slow down growth. In November,
the selectmen sent a letter to the current use landowners inviting
them to learn more about open space land protection and to call
the town to explore possible available options to formally
protect our undeveloped lands as open space for forestry,
agriculture, and wetlands. Lee is respected throughout the state
for its long history and commitment to the conservation of its
rural landscape.
We were involved in the purchase of the following four
conservation easements and one property, and three more
properties are close to closing.
Grumbling, High Road, easement 100 acres
Blickle, Little Hook Road, easement 60 acres
Reinhold, North River Road, easement 41 acres in
Lee (100 acres total)
Maud Jones Memorial Forest, easement 75 acres
Granger, North River Road, purchase 24 acres
Total 300 acres
Grants -
The Town has been well supported through grants from
outside organizations:
Public information distribution
Greater Piscataqua Community Foundation
$3000
New England Grassroots Environmental Fund
$1500
Cost sharing for land protection transaction costs




Lamprey River Advisory Committee
$200,000
Blickle





Land and Water Conservation Fund
Granger (Little River Park plan)
$100,000
Lamprey River Advisory Committee, Land and
Community Heritage Investment Program, Farm
and Ranch Land Protection Program,
Rockingham
Land Trust (Lee portion)
Reinhold
$276,500
New Hampshire Estuaries Project
Mills (Little River Park plan, pending




Friends of Lee Open Space -
The Friends of Lee Open Space (FLOS) organized after
the March 2004 Town Meeting in order to carry forward the
town-wdde concern for maintaining the rural flavor of the town
through the protection of its farms, forests, and wetlands. FLOS
raised $1185 for the Lee Conservation Commission's Land
Protection Fund through two raffles, the sale of hats, sweatshirts
and shirts, and general donations.
FLOS organized the Lee Conservation Comer at the new
Town Annex at the Lee Fair Day that had demonstrations from
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the Lee Conservation Commission, Strafford County
Conservation District, Lamprey River Advisory Committee, and
the Oyster River Watershed Association, plus Hve
entertainment.
FLOS sponsored a farm visit to the Brady Farm that
included horse drawn wagon rides and displays and
presentations on conservation easements and other options for
open space land protection. FLOS, along with the Lee
Selectmen, Strafford County Conservation District and UNH
Cooperative Extension, co-sponsored an informationad evening
workshop for landovmers at the Grange. FLOS plans to
continue its educational and fundraising efforts in 2005,
beginning with co-sponsoring a "Cost of Community Services
Study" with a matching grant from SPACE, the statewide
committee on current use land classification.
Wider Community Support -
In addition to support from the citizens of Lee, the
success of Lee's land protection efforts is due to the support and
networking of the volunteers and landowners in town who work
together locally and with the many supporting organizations
outside the community such as the Lamprey River Advisory
Committee, Lamprey River Watershed Association, Oyster
River Watershed Association, New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services, Strafford County Conservation
District, Strafford Regional Planning Commission, Natural
Resources Conservation Service, Farm Services Agency, New
Hampshire Estuaries Project, Greater Piscataqua Community
Foundation, New England Grassroots Environmental
Foundation, Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests, Strafford Rivers Conservancy, UNH Cooperative
Extension, Rockingham Land Trust, and the Center for Land
Conservation Assistance.
Respectfully submitted.
Laurel Cox, Land Protection Administrator
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE PLANNING BOARD
During the fiscal year 2003-2004 the Planning Board
reviewed two (2) subdivision applications; 3 (3)-site review
applications and three (3) lot line adjustment applications.
The Planning Board reviewed and approved a 4-lot
subdivision for SGH Development on North River Rd. The
board reviewed and approved a 2-lot subdivision for Skyline
hidustries on Lee Hook Rd.
The Planning Board reviewed and approved a Site
Review application for Cedar Swamp Group located in the
Commercial Zone. The Planning Board reviewed and approved
Site Review for the Wendy's Restaurant. The Planning Board
reviewed and approved an 1 1 -unit Condo Development for EGP
Development per Article VII.
The Planning Board reviewed and approved an
application for lot line adjustment for Scott Gove for properties
located on Cavemo Dr. The board reviewed and approved an
application for lot line adjustment between property owned by
Eugene Lyras and Alice McKinnon located on High Rd. The
board reviewed and approved an application for lot line
adjustment between property owned by Gerald and Carol
Preston & Steve and Erin Anglin located on Fox Garrison Rd.
The board reviewed and approved an application for lot line
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adjustment between property owned by The Town of Lee and
The University of New Hampshire located in the Maud Jones
Memorial Forest.
The Board would like to thank all the Department
Heads, Boards, and Committees for their continued support and
input throughout the year. I would like to take this opportunity
to infomi the public that all of our regular meetings are posted
in the Office of Planning & Zoning, the Town Hall and Town
Clerk & Tax Collectors Office. These meetings are open to the





2004 Annual K' .ort from the Solid Waste Committee
The Solid Waste Committee (SWC) would like to thank the
residents of Lee and the staff for a relatively seamless transition
into the new Robert L. Keniston, Sr. Recycling and Transfer
Station, which opened in November 2003. Operations are more
organized and efficient in the new facility, and workplace and
safety concerns for employees are greatly reduced. The new
facility provides greater flexibility to recycle more products, and
allows more "in-house" work, such as equipment repairs and
CFC removal. The buildmg layout is more user-friendly to
encourage recycling, and nearly all the waste is kept under
cover making the site much cleaner and free of windblown
debris. A 30,000 gallon water reserve was also incorporated
into the design to assist the fire department in this area of town.
While the new facility has met or exceeded the SWC goals,
residents should remain patient and be considerate of others
when using the facility, especially at peak hours. Users,
especially those with youngsters, should exercise safety and
caution when moving between vehicles.
Transferred waste in 2004 totaled 2,267 tons, which
represented an increase of 3.9% since 2003. As shown in the
table, solid waste (trash) increased in the past year, while bulky
waste declined, which is due in part to some bulky waste being
resorted as solid waste, which has a lower disposal cost.
Recycling increased by nearly 13% over the last year, and part
of this increase can be attributed to an increase in glass-type
materials.
The markets for recycled materials improved last year, and
revenue increased from $19,350 in 2003 to $43,870 in 2004. In
effect, recycling saved the town more than $85,600 last year.
The SWC appreciates the strong recycling efforts of transfer
station users, and encourages everyone to participate.
Credit for managing operations and controlling costs should be
given to Jim Andersen and the transfer station staff, as well as to
a handful of loyal volunteers, including Dick Chase, Harold
Hood and Howard Getchell. Additional volunteers are needed,
especially on Saturdays and at the Swap Shop. Interested
persons should call Jim Andersen at 659-2239 or Georgia Kerns
at 659-3424. Transfer station users may have also noticed Dan
Brady, a new part-time employee.
Highlights from last year and issues for the upcoming year
include:
Subdivision and Drainage Plan: Two sites, one for the old
landfill as described in the AUR (Activity and Use Restriction)
and one for the new transfer station, were subdivided from the
larger town-owned parcel, in conjunction with a conservation
easement placed on the larger piece. A stormwater management
plan is being prepared that will channel stormwater away from
the AUR in order to mitigate any potential environmental
impact on the adjacent wetlands. With the implementation of
the drainage plan, coupled with the new transfer facility, the
Town of Lee's commitment to the New Hampshire Department
of Environmental Service (NHDES) regarding the landfill
closure should be satisfied, at least for the time being. Special
thanks are extended to Karen Long for her design work and
continued assistance with NHDES. Also, thanks to Randy
Stevens and the Highway Department for assistance with the
eventual construction of the drainage plan and subsequent
savings to the Town.
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Recycling: The Town through its affiUation with the Northeast
Resource Recovery Association (NRRA) now ships glass to be
recycled as road aggregate. With this new resource, glass
materials can be commingled and broadened to include
windows and porcelain/ceramic items such as plates, toilets,
sinks and other bathroom fixtures. Glass-type materials
increased by 20 tons last year as a result of this new vender.
Other items are:
• NRRA also identified a new vendor that accepts
computers, monitors, TVs and related electronics, and
so far nearly 1.75 tons of these materials were recycled
through this source rather than disposed of as solid
waste.
• A household hazardous waste day was held in Dover in
September 2004, and another one will be scheduled for
the fall of 2005.
Other Issues: Some of the other matters that the SWC will
evaluate in the next year are:
• The SWC is working with the Master Plan Committee
to identify fiiture goals and needs for the Town in terms
of waste disposal and recycling.
• The contract for hauling services expires in November
2005, while the contract for disposal services at
Turnkey (through the Lamprey Co-op) expires in 2006.
• In anticipation of long-term capital requirements for
current and fiiture equipment at the Transfer Station,
the SWC will be exploring methods to meet these
needs.
In closing, the SWC encourages all residents who recycle to
keep it up, and those who don't, to please make an effort.
Recycling materials represents about 30% of total waste, which
is below the State of New Hampshire benchmark of 40%.
Residents are reminded that recycling not only reduces the
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amount of solid waste, but also provides added revenue to offset
increasing expenses. Can your household do more to help the




Annual Report of the
Zoning Board of Adjustment
During the 2003-2004 Fiscal Year, action was taken by the
Zoning Board of Adjustment on Seventeen (17) applications
resulting in twenty five (25) actions.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment reviewed and acted on five
(5) Special Exception requests and twenty (20) Variance
requests.
James Paleologos, J & B Plow sales received three (3)
Variances to construct a new building in the commercial zone.
Wendy's International received six (6) Variances as part of the
proposal for the new restaurant. Houghton Hardware received a
Variance as part of their proposal. A Variance was granted to
Richard Miller for the construction of a garage within 50' of the
front property line. A Variance was granted to Cedar Swamp
Group to allow the use to change from Commercial to
Residential for an additional period of 15-months. A Variance
was granted to Katrina Rhodes to allow a residential garage in
the commercial zone. A Variance was granted to Gerald &
Carol Preston for the relief of the frontage requirement. Daniel
& Pamela O'Leary received four (4) Variances to allow for the
development of a vacant lot. A Variance was granted to Sally
Fleming to allow enclosing an existing deck with a roof
1 -
expansion located in the Shoreland Conservation Zone. A
Variance request by Kevin Cole was denied for the placement
of a dwelling in the Shoreland Conservation Zone.
A Special Exception was granted to Public Service of New
Hampshire to allow transmissions structures within 75' of
poorly drained soils. A Special Exception was granted to
Daniel & Pamela O'Leary to allow a driveway/parking area and
utilities to be within 75' of poorly drained soils. A Special
Exception was granted to Tom Young & Mary Moynihan to
allow a portion of the existing home to be converted to
professional offices. A Special Exception was granted to Tuck
Realty Corp. to allow a wetlands crossing to access a building
lot. A Special Exception was granted to Mark Davis of
Pawtuckaway Nursery Corp to allow for the construction of a
footbridge or a culvert to cross a drainage swale.
All applications, minutes, and decisions of the hearings are
on file at the Office of Planning & Zoning and are available for
review by the public upon request.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment would like to extend our
thanks to all of the Boards and Department heads that
generously provided recommendations and comments on these
applications.
On behalf of the Zoning Board of Adjustment and the Town
of Lee, I would like to thank Jim Banks for all of his many years




Planning/Zoning and Code Enforcement Officer
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Annual Report of the
AIDS Response Seacoast
WHO WE ARE
AIDS Response Seacoast (ARS) is a non-profit, community-
based HIV/AEDS service organization dedicated to providing
education, direct assistance and advocacy to persons and
communities affected by HIV infection. We provide direct
service to clients at all stages of HIV infection who live in
Rockingham & Strafford counties in NH and southern York
county in ME and educational programs throughout New
England. ARS evolved from a grassroots response to the
epidemic in 1987 to offer vital emotional and practical support
to people living with HIV infection and ADDS.
OUR MISSION
To honor the inherent dignity and strength of people living with
HIV/AIDS.
To support and assist persons infected with and affected by
HIV/AIDS in maintaining a high quality of life through
direct assistance, education and advocacy.
To prevent new HIV infection and promote safer practices
through education/prevention activities for local and
regional communities.
To counteract myths and stereotypes about HIV/AEDS.
To increase and diversify the network of HIV/AIDS-related
service providers in the communities we serve.
To play an active roll in affecting local, state and national
policies on civil rights, discrimination, HIV/AEDS prevention,
education and research.
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Annual Report of the
Lamprey Health Care
Lamprey Health Care is a nonprofit, community health
care organization providing primary medical services, social
services, information and referral, and transportation to senior
citizens and disabled Lee residents.
Primary care medical services span prenatal to geriatric
age groups. No one is refused care because they cannot pay. A
sliding fee scale is available. Other community health programs
are substance abuse and mental health services, prevention and
education activities (diabetes, asthma, nutritional counseling,
HIV/AIDS testing and counseling, breast and cervical screening
program) and social services. Our goal is to remove barriers
that prevent access to care.
Lamprey Health Care's InfoLink program offers free,
confidential, comprehensive information and referral to local
and national social service organizations and support groups.
InfoLink' s expertise provides guidance to community resources
when help is needed. A friendly, caring professional is
available weekdays (1-888-499-2525 M-F 8-5) or our online
database (www.infolinknh.org) can assist anytime.
Lamprey Health Care's Senior Transportation Program
(659-2424 M-F 8-4) provides rides for the elderly and disabled
to weekly shopping, coordinated medical appointments and
recreation. This door to door transportation program for
groceries, the pharmacy or bank and day trips often allows





If you are driving through Lee center
and see a number of bent over men and
women at the town triangle, that's the LEE
COMMUNITY GARDENERS at work!
We are an ever-growing group of
dedicated volunteers who are lending our
strong (?) backs and (weak?) knees to
maintaining and enhancing the landscape
of Lee's parks and buildings.
In 2004, our # 1 goal was to
landscape the new SAFETY CENTER.
With the physical and financial help
received from the Lee Fire and Police
departments, the Junior Girl Scouts and
our many committed Lee residents, as well
as the landscape design and materials from
Pawtuckaway Nursery, we completed
Phase One, landscaping the front entrance.
From the scars of the earth left by the
contractor, both sides of the entry now
feature a pleasing array of trees, bushes.
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perennial plants, bulbs and ground covers,
designed to provide year-round appeal.
Two other projects of note also added to
the complex: The Ryan Cemetery on the
left side of the building was rescued by
Marianne Earhart and her committee. The
gravestones are now upright and
groundcover nestles around them.
Also Matt Ford created an inviting picnic
space behind the complex for his Eagle
Scout project.
If you haven't already visited the site, do
so... and watch for Phase Two, the island
between the road and the parking lot,
scheduled to begin this spring.
The DAVID N. ALLAN PARK
(triangle) continues to be a perennial
concern. Anxious to make it more eye-
catching from all directions, we sought
design/planting expertise, and presented
our proposal for a new image to the
Selectmen, who graciously gave their
approval. Not ones to sit on our
"benches", before the frost set in we
extended the flower beds, enriched the soil
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and began repositioning plantings. When
spring arrives, we will create splashes of
vibrant color with new plants. Drought
and water access continue to plague us - a
problem we hope to solve in 2005. So, IF
your talents include a divining rod, we
need you!
Several years ago Barbara McNamee
created a charming entry garden at the
LEE TOWN LIBRARY. Recently, we
were asked if we could expand the
landscaping of their exterior spaces. Ann
Ury and Linda Dugas are currently
working on a design plan for this project
and, with luck, the man and woman power
will be found to implement it.
Let it be said, we are a people
friendly group who welcomes newcomers.
So if digging in the soil is your idea of
fun, giving Lee a "face lift" is your heart's
desire and if you have time on your hands
to fall to your knees. . . we urge you to join
us. If we all dig in, Lee will become a
showplace.
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If interested, please call or email Gael
Grant.
659-6709






Strafford Regional Planning Commission
Annual Report - 2004 for the Town of Lee, New Hampshire
Strafford Regional Planning Commission (SRPC), apolitical subdivision
ofthe State ofNew Hampshire, provides planning advisory services to its
eighteen member communities located in the northern coastal zone.
SRPC provides professional services to officials, boards, commissions,
and committees to promote coordinated planning, efficient land use, and
managed growth. SRPC has focused on the implementation of a
sustainable development planning strategy for the region, integrating
economic vitality, community well being, and natural resource
management to ensure a better quality of life now and for future
generations. Community decision-makers use this information to balance
various community needs.
SRPC's six professional staff offer a range ofservices in transportation,
land use, conservation, and natural resource planning, economic
development, downtown revitalization, project management, and
geographic information systems (GIS) mapping and analysis. SRPC uses
several communication modes to meet the diverse needs of local
volunteers who are the foundation of local communities. Educational
outreach occurs in the form of the website, newsletter. How To Guides,
Fact Sheets, topical workshops, video/audio training, and personalized
training to meet with boards and residents by request.
In 2004 SRPC was the first regional planning commission to adopt
regional Master Plan growth management policies. In addition, SRPC
adopted regional Master Plan policies about land use and water resources
to protect water quality, transportation to manage highway access and
increase highway safety and efficiency, and workforce housing to meet
needs and maintain the economic viability of the region. SRPC also
addressed regional issues by adopting a model open space
conservation/cluster development subdivision ordinance and subdivision
regulations, implementing nonpoint pollution prevention best practices
and water quantity and quality protection within the coastal watersheds,
initiating wastewater and septage treatment and disposal discussion,
promoting land conservation, adopting the state Transportation
Improvement Plan, meeting air quality conformity requirements, and
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integrating transportation and land use planning through access
management. These issues will continue to receive the Commission's
attention as the northern coastal region continues to grow.
Services provided to all communities for 2004 included: Census and GIS
data and mapping, NH Land Use planning books, websites for the
Commission and the Seacoast Metropolitan [Transportation] Planning
Organization (MPO), road inventories, traffic counts, bike maps,
transportation conference scholarships, and local match to federal coastal
and transportation funds for local and regional planning and construction
projects.
Projects or initiatives conducted with or for the Town of Lee in 2004
include the following:
• Provided maps, technical assistance, and fiscal
strategies for conservation easement projects and
open lands/conservation bond warrant article for
Town meeting 2004.
o Prepared and updated build-out
analysis and maps prior to Town
Meeting 2004 - Winter 2004.
o Prepared maps for successful
preliminary and final DBS Source
Water Protection Grants in April 2004.
o Prepared maps and edited Grassland
Reserve Grant Application - March
2004.
o Prepared maps and edited Land and
Water Conservation Fund Grant
Application - Summer 2004.
o Prepared maps and edited Farm and
Ranchland Protection Program grant
applications.
• Updated and maintained Town conservation lands
mapping (ongoing).
• Updated the Local Resources Protection Priorities
data layer for the Town to be used in determining
the locations of future land protection areas.
• Performed natural resources co-occurrence analysis
and produced accompanying maps for the Lee
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Conservaii. Commission - December 2004.
CoIIaboiai.v with the Oyster River Watershed
Association and the Lamprey River Watershed
Association and Advisory Committee on river and
watershed concerns.
Coordinated with NHDOT to ensure the
Transportation Improvement Program included
projects such as the Route 125/Route 152/ High
Street intersection project.
Provided environmental resource data to NHDOT
for the Rte 155A/Rte 155 reconstruction and the
Rte 1 25 drainage improvements and resurfacing in
Lee and Barrington.
Developed regional Access Management principles
from the Route 4 study available for Town use
Secured State Planning and Research funding for
Route 125 Transportation and Land Use Study.
Collected traffic data at 10 locations in Lee
Including Rte 155, Rte 155A, Snell Road, High
Rd, Cartland Road and Lee Hook Road.
Updated the Town building permit data from
1/1/2000 through 12/31/2003.
Updated Town Tax Map data and produced all
new parcel map set.
Prepared and provided Strafford Region
development fees spreadsheet on request from Lee
Zoning & Assessing staff- October 2004.
Updated the Seacoast Transjwrtation Model
network for the Town of Lee.
Created a town center and destinations data layer
for the Town to be used in GIS analyses.
Updated child care and assisted housing data and
corresponding GIS layers.
Updated economic indicators data to be used in
GIS analyses.
Provided a presentation in July for conmiunity on
Master Plan update process and Town of Lee
statistics.
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For questions or comments please contact Cynthia Copeland, AICP,
Executive Director at cic@strafford.org . Please visit our website at
www.strafford.org . We look forward to working with the citizens and
officials ofLee in 2005. Thank you for the opportunity to serve you and
for your continuing support of regional planning and action for
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Professional Associalion/Accounlaiits & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire • 03301-5063 • 603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITORS REPORT
To the Membeis of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Lee
Lee, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund and the
aggregate remaining ftind information of the Tovra of Lee as ofand for the year ended June 30, 2004 which collectively
compnse the Town's basic fmancial statements as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based
on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance withauditing standards generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
the significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial
position of the governmental activities, each major fund, and the aggregate lemaining fimd information of the Town of
Lee as of June 30, 2004, and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows, where applicable, thereof for
the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
As described in Note 2, as of July 1, 2003, the Town has implemented a new financial reporting model, as required by
the provisions of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements - and
Management 's Discussion and Analysis - for Stale and Local Governments.
The management's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information are not a required part of the basic
financial statements, but are supplementary information required by accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of
management legarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information.
However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise the
Town of Lee's basic financial statements. The combining and individual fund financial statements and schedules are
presented for purposes ofadditional analysis and are not a required part of the basic fmancial statements. They have been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, are fairly
stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements take as a whole
July 30, 2004 l^Jj^dA^l^ \ ,^y>J^/^dS^AQ^
100-
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Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Funds





















Excess (deficiency) of revenues
over (under) expenditures
OTECER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Proceeds of general obligation debt
Interiiind transfers in
Interfund transfers out
Total other fmancing sources and uses
Net change in fiind balances
Fund balances - July I, as restated




Statement ofEstimated and Actual Revenues
(Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)







Payment in lieu of taxes
Interest and penalties on delinquent taxes
Total taxes
Licenses, permits and fees:
Motor vehicle permit fees
Building permits
Other licenses, permits and fees
Total licenses, permits and fees
Intergovernmental:
State:
Shared revenue block grant






















Non-capital reserve expendable trust
Permanent
Total other financing sources
Total revenues and other financing sources
Unreserved frind balance used to reduce tax rate




Statement ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances
(Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)












Insurance, not otherwise allocated

























Other culture and recreation





Statement ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances
(Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)





Appropriations Net of to Positive
2003-2004 Refunds 2004-2005 (Negalive)
Debt service:
Principal on long-term debt





















Non-capital reserve expendable trust












Statement ofChanges in Unreierved- Undesignated Fund Balance
(Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30. 2004
Unreserved - undesignated fund balance, beginning
Changes:
Unreserved fund balance used to reduce 2003-2004 tax rate
2004 budget summary:
Revenue surplus (Schedule D-1)
Unexpended balance of appropriations (Schedule D-2)
200i4 budget surplus
Decrease in fund balance reserved for tax deeded property
Decrease in fund balance reserved for special purposes
Decrease In fund balance designated for contingency















Special Revenue Funds Capital
Non-Capjia) Project Permanent
Police Reserve Fund Fund
Recreation Public Conservation Police Public Expendable Transfer Cemetery
Revolving Library Commission Forfeiture Relatior^s Trust Station Care Total
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents $3,203 $3,600 $662 $2,604 $2,817 $40,888 $ $ $ 53,774
Investments 21.116 109.386 130.502
Total assets $3.203 $3.600 $ 662 $2.604 $2.817 $ 40.888 $ 21.116 $ 109.386 $ 184.276
Liabilities and Fund Balances
Liabilities:
Accounts payable $ $2,730 $$$$$$ $ 2,730
Interfund payable 4,673 16.728 3J07 25.008





special purposes 36,215 4J88 32,219 72,822
Unreserved:
Designated for
special purposes 3J03 870 662 2.604 2.817 10156
Total fund balances 3.203 870 662 2.604 2.817 36.215 4388 105,779 156.538
Total liabilities and
ftjnd balances $3.203 $3.600 $ 662 $2.604 $2.817 $ 40.888 S 21.116 S 109J86 $ 184.276
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LEE VALUES 01/25/2005 LEE VALUES 01/25/2005
OWNER
1 22 MAST ROAD, LLC























































































































































LEE VALUES 01/25/2005 LEE VALUES 01/25/2005
' ..NALL PARTNERS, LLC
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LEE VALUES 01/25/2005 LEE VALUES 01/25/2005

































JANE NOLD LIVING TRUST
JAYMGOREY 1994 TRUST












































































































































































































































KENISTON, ROBERT L III
KENISTON, ROBERT L JR


































































































































































































































































LEE HILL REALTY TRUST





















































































































































































































































MAST ROAD TRUST II
MATHEWS. CAROL
MATHIESON, BRENT E
MATTIONI, DOMINIC A JR
MAURICE A HATCH










































































































































































































































LEE VALUES 01/25/2005 LEE VALUES 01/25/2005
OWNER
LEE VALUES 01/25/2005 LEE VALUES 01/25/2005
OSBORNE, MARY F









































































































LEE VALUES 01/25/2005 LEE VALUES 01/25/2005
OWNER
































































Entrance is Rear Door Upstairs Town Hall,
Telephone: 659-6783. Office Hours:
Monday through Friday
(8:30 AM - 2:30 PM).
PLANNING AND ZONING
P & Z Officer: Allan Dennis
P & Z Secretary: Caren Rossi-Pressey
Entrance is Rear Door Upstairs Town Hall.
Tel: 659-6783. Office Hours:
Monday through Friday - 8:30 AM - 2:30 PM.
LEE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Librarian: Lisa Morin
Assistant Librarian: Michelle Stevens
Children's Librarian: Marci Robinson
Telephone: 659-2626. Hours are:
Monday: 12:00 Noon to 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday: 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday: 12:00 Noon to 8:00 p.m.
Thursday: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Friday: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday -10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
CLOSED Sundays and Holidays.
SUMMER HOURS FOR SATURDAY:
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon in July and August
LEE TRANSFER STATION
Transfer Station Manager: James Andersen
Transfer Station Attendants: John Gund, Doug
Shaheen and Dan Brady
Mandatory recycling for : green, brown & dear glass
Tin & aluminum cans - clear, colored & cloudy plastic
Newspapers - cardboard - mixed paper.
SWAPSHOP for unwanted but still usable items.
Telephone: 659-2239 - Hours are:
Tuesday and Thursday: 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM
Saturday: 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Closed on Holidays.
USE OF FACILITY BY PERMIT ONLY ! Pemiits may
be obtained in Selectmen's Office. Please bring car
registration for each permit requested.

